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A single-sided high temperature superconducting (HTS) linear synchronous motor (HTSLSM) has been developed
with a pulse magnetization system to obtain the motor secondary HTS bulk magnet array with alternating magnetic
poles for the motor secondary. In order to identify the trapped field characteristics of the HTS bulk magnet exposed
to the external traveling-wave magnetic field generated by the primary of the HTSLSM, a measurement system has
been built up and the relevant experiments have been carried out. As results the relationships between the trapped
field attenuation of the HTS bulk magnet and the amplitude, frequency and acting direction of the external
traveling-wave magnetic field are experimentally obtained to allow the HTSLSM characteristics to be practically
verified are obtained.

the trapped magnetic field of a HTS bulk can be is affected

I. INTRODUCTION
A high temperature superconducting (HTS) bulk can

by the applied AC external magnetic field.4,5 It is important

trap a higher magnetic field than a permanent magnet (PM),

to verify the trapped field attenuation characteristics of the

and can be applied in electric motors, magnetic levitation

HTS bulk magnets used in AC external magnetic field

systems and flywheel energy storage systems etc.1-3 In these

conditions.

applications, the HTS bulk magnets are exposed to the AC

The traveling-wave magnetic field generated by an HTS

external magnetic field. It has been previously observed that

linear synchronous motor (HTSLSM) is a type of
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been built up, and the relationships between the trapped
FIG. 1. Profile of the developed HTSLSM.

field attenuation with the amplitudes, frequencies and the
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acting directions of the traveling-wave fields are obtained
by the designed experiments.
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II. THE MODEL OF HTSLSM
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vessel to form 6 magnetic poles with alternating poles N
and S along the moving direction, and same poles installed

FIG. 2. Scheme of a split pulse coil system for magnetization of the HTS

side by side along the transverse direction to reach a

bulk magnet array having alternating magnetic poles.

suitable width. Table I lists the main dimensions and

TABLE I. Dimensions of the single-sided HTSLSM.

parameters of the HTSLSM prototype.
To realize alternating magnetic pole magnetization for

Slot width wsl

20 mm

Slot depth hsl

100 mm

Tooth length lt

10 mm

Tooth width wt

150 mm

Tooth pitch y1

30 mm

Pole pitch τ

45 mm

Length ls

30 mm

Width ws

30 mm

Height hs

15 mm

Primary

the secondary HTS bulk magnets array, a split pulse coil
magnetization system has been designed as its principle
shown in Fig. 2. After having been magnetized of each one
magnetic pole, the magnetization direction is changed to

Secondary

obtain the alternating magnetic pole. After one magnetic

HTS

bulk

magnets

pole having been magnetized, the secondary module is
moved forward with a step length of one pole pitch τ, and

Trapped magnetic flux density

0.5 T

Relative permeability μr

0.4

Number along y direction

6

Number along z direction

5

then the next HTS bulk row is magnetized in turn with an
opposite

magnetization

direction,

consequently

The flux linkage distribution along the longitudinal

the

direction of the HTSLSM is shown in Fig. 3. As the figure

alternating magnetic poles are obtained.

shown, tThe majority of magnetic flux flows along the iron
core in the primary because of the high permeability and
while the flux path is in a regular-like pattern. The relative
2

permeability of HTS bulk magnet μr is set to 0.4 by

Bext is plotted as shown in Fig. 4. As the figure shown, the

experience. Considering the reluctances of the HTS bulk

AC loss exponentially increases with the Bext. When Jc0 is

magnets and air gaps, the magnetic flux linkage of one coil

2.65×107 A/m2, T0 and Tc are 77 K and 91 K respectively, f

due to one pole-pair HTS bulk magnets is 0.42 mWb.

is 10 5 Hz, r0 is 0.015 m, the thickness of HTS bulk d is

ls

0.01 0.015 m, the volume of the HTS bulk is π * r02 * d,
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then the power loss P (P(t) = Qfv) of HTS bulk versus T at
different Bext is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the
power loss increases with T and the amplitude of AC
external field. When the Bext is set at a value of 0.05 T, the
power loss P versus T for different f is calculated and

lt

indicated in Fig. 6. As seen from the figure, P decreases as
T and f decrease, and only has a slight difference for various

FIG. 3. Flux linkage of the HTSLSM.

f at 77 K.
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3) Measuring the surface magnetic field of YBCO bulk

When β is more than 1, the external magnetic field

magnet using a Hall matrix at different conditions, and to
completely penetrates into the bulk and the trapped
obtain obtaining the trapped field attenuation characteristics
magnetic field disappears when the external field is
versus different amplitudes and frequencies of the external
terminated. Therefore, the maximum trapped magnetic field
traveling-wave field.
Btm is

 µ J (T )( r0 − rm ) for β < 1
Btm (T ) =  0 c
for β ≥ 1
0

4) Changing the placement direction of the YBCO bulk
(2)

magnet, and testing the trapped field attenuation traits at
different action directions of the external field.

where rm is the penetration depth of the external magnetic

Data acquisition

field. As T is increased by the AC loss, then Jc decreases

Hall sensors

and rm increases gradually. Thus, Btm could decrease and

YBCO bulk magnet

Liquid-N2 vessel

Computer
Three-phase converter:
Traveling-wave field

become zero when β exceeds 1. It can be seen that the
Primary stator

attenuation of trapped field is caused by the thermal effect
due to AC loss. The larger AC losses in the bulk, the then

FIG. 6 7. Diagram of the experimental setup.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

larger attenuation of the trapped magnetic field could attain.

The influence of the external traveling-wave magnetic

IV. TESTING SYSTEM
A practical testing system has been built up as shown in

field amplitude on the trapped field attenuation was

Fig. 7. It mainly consists of the YBCO HTS bulk magnets, a

investigated experimentally. The trapped field attenuation at

linear motor primary stator, a three-phase inverter, a data

the constant frequency of 5 Hz for different armature

acquisition system, low temperature Hall sensors, a cryostat

currents including 2.8 A, 5.45 A, and 10.92 A, was

and a computer controller. The typical testing procedures

measured as shown in Fig. 8. It shows that the trapped

are summarized as follows:

magnetic field attenuation under external traveling-wave

1) Obtaining the YBCO HTS bulk magnet by

magnetic field is apparently different from that of flux creep.

field-cooled (FC) magnetization or pulse magnetization,

When the external traveling-wave magnetic fields are

and then locating it on the long primary stator of linear

applied, the slope of trapped field attenuation rate increases

motor.

with the amplitude of traveling-wave fields. It can be seen
that the larger amplitude of AC magnetic field, the larger
4

AC loss [7], resulting in larger trapped field attenuation.

than that in the a-b plane where the current holding the
trapped field is circulating. Therefore, the AC loss in the
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FIG. 7 8. Trapped field influenced by traveling-wave field amplitudes.
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The amplitudes of trapped magnetic fields excited by a
constant current of 5.45 A, which is achievable for different
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trapped field is almost independent of frequency when f is
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insignificantly the AC loss.

When the HTS bulk magnets are used in the HTSLSM,
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traveling-wave magnetic field increases as illustrated in Fig.
10 11, which was measured five minutes later after applying

FIG. 9. Trapped field influenced by frequency of traveling-wave field.

The trapped field of the HTS bulk magnet versus

the external field. The maximum thrust Fmax versus the

different directions of the traveling-wave field is shown in

current for attenuation and no-attenuation conditions are

Fig. 9 10. It can be seen that the attenuation of the trapped

also shown in Fig. 11. Based on the data measured, the

magnetic field is larger in the case of the perpendicular

fitting function of the Btrap versus exciting current is

Btrap gt (0.02 x + 1.82) , where gt is the time factor related
traveling-wave magnetic field (c-axis ⊥ Bext) than that of =
the parallel (c-axis // Bext), where the c-axis of the bulk

to the interval time to measure. Fitted function of Fmax

crystal is parallel to the cylindrical HTS bulk axis. It can be

versus exciting current for practical attenuation condition is

explained

Fmax =
Gt (−0.32 x 2 + 10.95 x − 0.33) , Gt is the time factor

that

when

the

perpendicular

external

traveling-wave magnetic field is applied, a shielding current

related to the interval time to measure.

which has a component parallel to the c-axis of the bulk

From the figure, the Fmax increase linearly with exciting

crystal is then induced. The Jc along the c-axis is smaller

current at no-attenuation condition theoretically, however,
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the slope of Fmax decreases with the attenuation amplitude
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of the trapped field. In order to obtain a required thrust, it is
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bulk magnet exposed to the external traveling-wave
magnetic field generated by the HTSLSM primary have
been studied both in theory analysis and measurement. The
results show that the trapped magnetic field attenuation is
apparently different from that of HTS flux creep, and the
attenuation amplitude of the trapped field increases linearly
with the amplitude of traveling-wave field. The frequency
of traveling-wave field has only a minimal influence on the
trapped field attenuation especially at low temperature
region, and the attenuation of the trapped field is larger in
the case of the perpendicular traveling-wave magnetic field
on the cylindrical bulk axis (c-axis) than that of the parallel.
The experimental results obtained and the relevant analysis
form a base for the HTS bulk magnet array design to
suppress the trapped field attenuation in an HTSLSM.
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